Religious Education Year 7 curriculum summary

Module 1:
SACRAMENTS
Why are the Sacraments important for
Catholics?
Learn the definitions of all key words
Write a summary of the key beliefs and
features of 6 main world religions
Explain why the Sacraments are important
for Catholics and explain how they affect
their lives.
BAPTISM
Why is Baptism important for Catholics?
Describe what happens at Jesus’ baptism
Select key events and symbols in the
Baptism service Describe a Baptism
service
Explain why Baptism is important to
individual Catholics and the Catholic Church
BAPTISM IN OTHER
RELIGIONS/DENOMINATIONS
Compare Catholic infant Baptism with
baptisms in other Christian denominations
eg adult/believer’s
Describe what will happen in a Sikh baptism
and explain why it is important to Sikhs and to
their religious community.

Resources / support from home
Homework sheets website
Revise key vocabulary from list in in week 1
Talk to pupils about your own sacramental journey
http://request.org.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/websites/11_16/site/r
e.shtml

Module 2:

Module 3:

The Word and God’s Call

PARABLES
Why are the parables of Jesus important?
Learn the definitions of all key words and be able to use
them in a sentence
Describe key parables using your own words
Explain the meaning and purpose of key parables
Evaluate the links between parables and Catholic
teaching, beliefs and behaviour

ADVENT
Why is Advent important?
Learn the definitions of all key words
Describe the key beliefs and features of Advent
Explain why Advent is important and how it
affects the lives of individual Catholics
NATIVITY STORY
What can we learn from the Nativity story?
Know the Nativity story and which gospels each
part appears in
Describe the key symbols associated with
Christmas Explain what beliefs about Jesus
are shown in the Nativity story

BIBLE
Why is the Bible important?
Describe key facts about the Bible
Explain why the Bible is important for
Christians.
Evaluate the importance of the Bible today

Resources / support
Homework sheets website
Revise key vocabulary from list in week 1
Talk about the meaning of Christmas for you both
religious and non-religious
http://request.org.uk/bible/2015/01/29/bible-quiz/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i7JghyExHO0

PARABLES
What can we learn from the parables?
Describe the importance of parables for Catholic belief
in Jesus
Explain the impact of key parables on the lives of
individual Catholics
Evaluate the impact of the parables on the beliefs and
behaviour of individual Catholics
MIRACLES
Why are the miracles stories important?
Describe specific miracles of Jesus from the New
Testament
Explain why miracles are important for Catholic beliefs
about Jesus
Evaluate the links between miracles and religious
teaching and beliefs about Jesus

Resources / support
Homework sheet website
Revise key vocabulary from list in week 1 Talk
about the impact of stories with morals Discuss
the impact of Jesus’ teaching today
http://request.org.uk/
http://request.org.uk/?s=disciples+ of+jesus

Module 4
Islam

Why is the Islamic religion important to its followers?
To explore the Muslim view of God.
To explore the life of Muhammad and examine his
influence on Islam.
To explore the ceremony that takes place when a Muslim
is born.
To investigate into why people, convert to Islam.
To examine the role of the five pillars of Islam.
To explore the reasons for fasting and the effects it
has upon Muslims.
To explore the differences between Muslim women and
women in the secular western world.

To explore the challenges faced everyday by Muslims in
Britain.

Resources / support
Homework sheet website
http://www.true.
co.uk/film/alienabduction-islam
http://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=oU8ETEet2Es

Religious Education Year 8 curriculum summary

Module 1:

Module 2:

Module 3

MYTHS
Why are Myths important?
Learn the definitions of all key words Describe the
biblical creation myth Compare it to other creation
myths Explain the impact of myths
Evaluate the significance of myths in different cultures
CREATION
What can we learn from the creation story? Describe the symbolism
in the biblical creation story Explain the meaning and purpose of the
creation story Evaluate the links between the beliefs about the
creation story and the Big Bang
STEWARDSHIP
Why is Stewardship important?
Describe, with examples, what a steward should do Explain why
Christian stewardship is important today Evaluate the impact of
beliefs about Christian stewardship on the lives of individual
Christians and the wider world community

COVENANT
Why is a Covenant important?
Learn the definitions of all key words
Describe, with biblical examples, what is meant by a covenant
Explain the links between specific biblical covenants and religious
teachings, beliefs and behaviour
MOSES
What can we learn from the Moses story? Describe the
significance of the Moses story Explain the meaning of the
Moses story Evaluate the links between the Moses story and
religious teaching, beliefs and behaviour
PASSOVER
Why is Passover important?
Describe key facts about the Exodus story Describe how Passover
is celebrated today Explain why Passover is important for the
Jewish people
Evaluate the significance of the Passover story for Christian belief in
Jesus

The Paschal Mystery Why is Easter
the most important Christian festival?
Learn the definitions of all key words Describe
the importance of Easter to Catholics and other
Christians Explain the links between the Bible
accounts and Holy Week celebrations

Resources / support from home

Resources / support
Homework sheets on website
Revise key vocabulary from list in week 1 Discuss the
impact of promises
Talk about the key stories in the Bible; Noah, Abraham, Joseph and
Moses http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/websites/11_16/site/ re.shtml

Resources / support
Homework sheets on website Revise key
vocabulary from list in week 1
Discuss the impact of the Easter story Talk about
the key stories in the last week of Jesus’ life
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/websi
tes/11_16/site/re.shtml

Homework sheets on website
Revise key vocabulary from list in in week 1
Discuss the problems facing the environment today eg global
warming
Discuss the importance of taking care of the environment
eg recycling http://request.org.uk/

